No evidence for leaf-trait dissimilarity effects on litter decomposition, fungal decomposers, and nutrient dynamics
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Abstract. Biodiversity and ecosystem-functioning theory suggest that litter mixtures composed of dissimilar leaf species can enhance decomposition due to species trait complementarity. Here we created a continuous gradient of litter chemistry trait variability within species mixtures to assess effects of litter dissimilarity on three related processes in a natural stream: litter decomposition, fungal biomass accrual in the litter, and nitrogen and phosphorus immobilization. Litter from a pool of eight leaf species was analyzed for chemistry traits affecting decomposition (lignin, nitrogen, and phosphorus) and assembled in all of the 28 possible two-species combinations. Litter dissimilarity was characterized in terms of a range of trait-diversity measures, using Euclidean and Gower distances and dendrogram-based indices. We found large differences in decomposition rates among leaf species, but no significant relationships between decomposition rate of individual leaf species and litter trait dissimilarity, irrespective of whether decomposition was mediated by microbes alone or by both microbes and litter-consuming invertebrates. Likewise, no effects of trait dissimilarity emerged on either fungal biomass accrual or changes during decomposition of nitrogen or phosphorus concentrations in individual leaf species. In line with recent meta-analyses, these results provide support for the contention that litter diversity effects on decomposition, at least in streams, are less pronounced than effects on terrestrial primary productivity.
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INTRODUCTION

Understanding the role of biodiversity in shaping ecosystem processes continues to be one of the most fundamental problems in ecology (Sutherland et al. 2013). While evidence is growing for consistent plant diversity effects on primary production (Cardinale et al. 2012, Reich et al. 2012), diversity effects on plant litter decomposition appear more idiosyncratic (Gessner et al. 2010, Lecerf et al. 2011, Cardinale et al. 2012). In particular, a recent meta-analysis demonstrated a significant overall diversity effect on litter decomposition in streams, but not in forests or grasslands (Cardinale et al. 2011), though the individual experiments analyzed showed positive, neutral, or negative effects (Srivastava et al. 2009, Lecerf et al. 2011). Thus, the topic of whether plant litter diversity affects decomposition rates remains much debated (Schindler and Gessner 2009, Gessner 2010, Lecerf and Kominoski 2010), with few of the mechanisms (e.g., microbial nutrient transfer between litter types, selective feeding on attractive litter types by detritivores [Hättenschwiler et al. 2005, Gessner et al. 2010]) hypothesized to explain litter diversity effects on decomposition being empirically tested (Schimel and Hättenschwiler 2007, Lummer et al. 2012). The lack of compelling evidence in support of, or disagreement with, the proposed mechanisms has been a major obstacle to developing a general theoretical framework to predict plant diversity effects on litter decomposition.

Despite these uncertainties, it is clear that differences among species in terms of traits affecting ecosystem processes (Suding and Goldstein 2008) are a prerequisite for diversity effects on ecosystem processes to arise (Mouillot et al. 2013). Therefore, inconsistent responses of decomposition rates to variation in plant litter
diversity in litter mixtures might be a consequence of varying levels of trait similarity, or dissimilarity, among the constituent litter species (Schindler and Gessner 2009). However, experimental support for this hypothesis is inconclusive, prompting the question as to whether any existing diversity effects may be weakened by the criterion chosen to select litter species, the precise definition of trait diversity, or the experimental design and associated power of statistical analyses (Gessner 2010, Lecerf and Kominoski 2010). Thus, the general importance of trait dissimilarity in litter mixtures for generating diversity effects on decomposition remains unsettled.

Plant litter traits determining rates of decomposition are essentially defined by litter chemistry (Freschet et al. 2011). Litter lignin content, in particular, is a key component of litter chemistry that commonly assumes overriding importance in determining decomposition rates in a wide variety of terrestrial (Melillo et al. 1982, Freschet et al. 2011, Talbot and Treseder 2012) and aquatic environments (Hladzyn et al. 2009, Schindler and Gessner 2009). Evidence from streams suggests that the often tight negative relationship between litter lignin content and decomposition rate also holds for lignin and fungal growth (Gessner and Chauvet 1994), which reflects the positive effects of fungal activity on leaf litter decomposition through both direct leaf degradation and enhanced nutritional quality of litter for subsequent invertebrate consumption (Webster and Benfield 1986, Graça 2001, Gulis et al. 2009). In addition, differences in the concentration of litter nutrients, such as nitrogen and phosphorus, also influence decomposition rates (Enriquez et al. 1993), even within the same litter species (Leroy et al. 2007). Litter nutrients in combination with litter lignin content may also affect decomposition, as is indicated by close relationships between decomposition rate and the ratio of litter lignin to nitrogen (Melillo et al. 1982) or litter lignin to phosphorus content (Wieder et al. 2009).

In the past, experimental investigations into effects on decomposition caused by plant litter diversity focused on litter mass loss only (Gartner and Cardon 2004, Hättenschwiler et al. 2005, Gessner et al. 2010, Cardinale et al. 2011). However, litter decomposition also involves nutrient transformations (immobilization and mineralization [Parton et al. 2007, Manzoni et al. 2008]), which can have important ecosystem consequences beyond the decomposition process (e.g., altered nutrient cycling in streams [Webster et al. 2009]). In addition, decomposing leaf litter is an important source of microbial biomass production, which can be extraordinarily high in streams (up to 280 g dry mass m$^{-2}$ yr$^{-1}$ [Suberkropp et al. 2010]). As would be expected on theoretical grounds, concurrent analyses of multiple ecosystem processes in response to varying diversity of living plants have shown that the likelihood of detecting diversity effects increases with the number of processes examined (e.g., Hector and Bagchi 2007, Gamfeldt et al. 2008, 2013, Perkins et al. 2014), but whether this principle applies equally to plant litter-associated processes (e.g., fungal secondary production or nutrient immobilization and mineralization) is unknown.

In this study we used a novel experimental design to assess plant litter diversity effects on decomposition. The design has proven powerful for the detection of diversity effects of litter-consuming soil fauna on decomposition (Heemsbergen et al. 2004). This approach involves mixing leaf species differing in litter chemistry to create chemical trait dissimilarity gradients. We used this approach to investigate not only effects on litter mass loss, but also on two related processes, nutrient immobilization and fungal biomass accrual in decomposing plant litter. We hypothesized consistent relationships between the degree of litter dissimilarity and the three response variables (Fig. 1). For example, if detritivores feeding preferentially on high-quality resources use litter as both food and habitat (Richardson 1992), then decomposition rates of high-quality litter (abundant labile carbon, high nutrient contents) should increase (Fig. 1a), whereas that of the low-quality litter (recalcitrant carbon, low nutrient contents) should decrease (Fig. 1b) in leaf litter mixtures when compared to the same leaf species decomposing in isolation. Alternatively, in contrast to this invertebrate effect, microbes colonizing mixed-species leaf litter may transfer nutrients from nutrient-rich to nutrient-poor litter, thereby enhancing the decomposition of low-quality litter as dissimilarity in litter mixtures increases (Fig. 1a). Consequently, the effect of litter mixing on decomposition rates of particular leaf species need not be the same, depending on whether decomposition is mediated by microbes or whether detritivores contribute importantly as well. To test for such effects of litter diversity on decomposition, nutrient dynamics and fungal biomass accrual, we designed a decomposition experiment involving litter mixtures assembled from a pool of eight common tree species.

**METHODS**

**Study site**

The experiment was conducted in a third-order stream, the Steina, located in the Black Forest of southwestern Germany (47°47′51″ N, 8°19′28″ E). The site was located 717 m above sea level, about 10 km from its spring. The stream bed was composed of cobbles and pebbles derived from crystalline bedrock (Hieber and Gessner 2002). The stream water was circumneutral, well-oxygenated, and had moderate nutrient concentrations (Table 1). Spruce (Picea abies L.) was the dominant tree species in the forested watershed, but the riparian vegetation was composed of diverse deciduous tree species, including those used in the experiment.

**Litter decomposition**

We collected leaf litter of eight common European broad-leaved tree species, which were selected to
represent a gradient of litter quality and expected to decompose at rates ranging from slow to fast. The included species were European beech (*Fagus sylvatica* L.), pedunculate oak (*Quercus robur* L.), English walnut (*Juglans regia* L.), silver birch (*Betula pendula* Roth), black poplar (*Populus nigra* L.), black alder (*Alnus glutinosa* (Gaertn.) L.), Scots elm (*Ulmus glabra* Huds.), and common dogwood (*Cornus sanguinea* L.). Leaves were picked from the ground just after abscission and air-dried for two weeks at room temperature. We placed a total of 4.00 ± 0.05 g of air-dried leaves in coarse-mesh litterbags (10 and 0.5 mm aperture, respectively) after spraying the leaves with chlorine-free water to make them pliant and thus avoid fragmentation during handling. Leaf litter enclosed in fine-mesh bags is accessible essentially to microbes only, whereas coarse-mesh bags also allow access of detritivorous invertebrates. Litterbags contained either a single species (8 treatments), or mixtures of two leaf species in all possible pairwise combinations (28 treatments). This resulted in a total of 72 treatments for both mesh sizes. Mixed-species litterbags received equal amounts of both leaf species (2.00 ± 0.05 g). The litterbags were kept moist and cool overnight and were subsequently submerged in the stream on 19 November 2007. The bags were arranged in the stream in three blocks, each corresponding to a separate riffle. One replicate coarse-mesh bag was retrieved from each riffle after 21, 42, and 84 days, and one fine-mesh bag from each riffle after 42 days. The retrieved litter was returned to the laboratory in a cool box, sorted to species, and carefully cleaned under water. Ten leaf discs (7 mm diameter) were cut for fungal biomass analyses. The remaining bulk samples were frozen at ~20°C, freeze-dried, and weighed.

### Table 1. Water chemical and temperature data recorded at the study site during the experimental period between 19 November 2007 and 8 February 2008 (n = four sampling dates).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nitrate (µg N/L)</td>
<td>681</td>
<td>601–761</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ammonium (µg N/L)</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>4.4–13.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ortho-phosphate (µg P/L)</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>13.8–17.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alkalinity (mmol/L)</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.33–0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conductivity (µS/cm)</td>
<td>80.3</td>
<td>78.2–88.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissolved oxygen (mg/L)</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>10.5–14.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pH</td>
<td>7.13</td>
<td>6.97–7.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature (°C)</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.0–5.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ately analyzed. The analysis involved lipid extraction and saponification in KOH/methanol (8 g/L KOH) for 30 minutes at 80°C and subsequent purification by solid-phase extraction (tC18 Sep-Pak Vac RC cartridges; Waters Corporation, Milford, Massachusetts, USA) (Gessner and Schmitt 1996). Final purification and quantification of ergosterol was achieved by high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) with a LiChrospher RP18 column (Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany), methanol as the mobile phase (1.5 mL/minute flow rate, 33°C), and UV detection at 282 nm. Ergosterol concentrations can be converted to fungal biomass by applying a conversion factor of 182 μg ergosterol/g of dry fungal biomass (Gessner and Chauvet 1993).

Data analysis

Exponential decomposition rates (k) of leaf litter were calculated for each species separately across all single- and mixed-species litterbags. Data for individual species and sampling dates at which litterbags contained on average <20% of the initial litter dry mass were removed from analysis because the litterbag technique does not always lead to reliable data in this case (M. O. Gessner, personal observation). Decomposition rates for leaf litter from coarse-mesh bags were obtained by nonlinear regression procedures with fixed intercepts, based on the assumption that 100% litter mass was present at the beginning of the experiment. Decomposition rates of litter in fine-mesh bags were computed based on leaf mass remaining after 42 days, assuming first-order decay kinetics. Decomposition rates of single species were related to a range of initial litter chemistry variables by linear or nonlinear regression analyses (linear relationship for N and P; power function relationships for lignin, lignin : N, lignin : P, and N:P) using the R statistical software (R Development Core Team 2012).

We calculated four trait dissimilarity indices of litter mixtures based on initial litter chemistry. The variables included were the initial concentrations of lignin, N, and P in all possible combinations, including the three single variables alone (n = 7). Lignin and nutrient concentrations were subjected to Z-score standardization performed with the base package in R (R Development Core Team 2012) before dissimilarity calculations and statistical analyses. Pearson’s product moment correlations were used to test for relationships among the three leaf chemistry variables. Trait dissimilarities based on one- and two-variable combinations were calculated as the pairwise distances between litter species (Walker et al. 1999) using Euclidean distances (R package cluster; Maechler et al. 2011). The three-variable combination was analyzed using four dissimilarity indices. Specifically, we calculated the pairwise distances between litter species using Euclidean or Gower distances (R package ecodist; Goslee and Urban 2007) and also assessed the branch length of functional dendograms (Petchey and Gaston 2002) using both Euclidean and Gower distances and UPGMA as the clustering method (R package vegan; Oksanen et al. 2011). Relationships between the different dissimilarity measures were assessed with Pearson’s product moment correlation coefficient (R package stats; R Development Core Team 2012).

We performed mixed-effect models (MEM) to test whether each of the four response variables (decomposition rate, ergosterol concentration, and differences in N and P concentration) were independently related to each of the above dissimilarity indices. We also tested for differences among litter species and their interaction with the dissimilarity index, running all possible models containing each of the dissimilarity indices. However, we were specifically interested in ascertaining whether (1) decomposition rates and fungal biomass were affected by the trait dissimilarity integrating all three variables (i.e., N, P, and lignin), or lignin alone; (2) fungal biomass was affected by dissimilarities relating to litter N and P; (3) N dynamics were affected by litter dissimilarities defined by N only; and (4) P dynamics were affected by dissimilarities due only to P. Spatial blocks (stream riffles) were entered as a random effect in all models to control for potential spatial variation among riffles. Analyses were conducted with the R package nlme (Pinheiro et al. 2012). Ergosterol data (log-transformed) and differences in N and P concentrations were analyzed for litter in coarse-mesh bags. Analyses of decomposition rates included data from coarse-mesh and fine-mesh bags, with mesh size included as a third fixed effect, fully crossed with the other two fixed effects. C. sanguinea was excluded from our mixed-model analyses on differences in N and P concentrations, because litter often had insufficient mass remaining for chemical analyses after 42 days.

Results

Leaf litter decomposition rates

Across all possible combinations, decomposition rates of individual leaf species in coarse-mesh bags differed almost 100-fold, from 0.0007 d−1 for F. sylvatica (single-species bags) to 0.0634 d−1 for C. sanguinea (single-species bags) (Appendix A: Table A1). Decomposition rates of individual leaf species in fine-mesh bags differed more than 10-fold, ranging from 0.0024 d−1 for F. sylvatica (when mixed with C. sanguinea) to 0.0390 d−1 for C. sanguinea (single-species bags) (Appendix A: Table A2). After 42 days of decomposition, F. sylvatica had ~85% of the initial dry mass remaining, whereas C. sanguinea had <10% remaining, pooled across all treatments for coarse-mesh bags. For fine-mesh bags, F. sylvatica had ~87% of the initial mass remaining and C. sanguinea 36%.

Litter chemistry and relationships with decomposition rate

The eight litter species included in the experiment differed 3.4- to 22-fold in their proximate lignin, nitrogen, and phosphorus concentrations, but the species ranking varied according to the parameters
analyzed (Fig. 2). Proximate lignin concentrations ranged from 3.5% of litter dry mass for *C. sanguinea* to 26.1% for *F. sylvatica* (Fig. 2a). The initial N concentration was lowest for *B. pendula* (5.6 mg/g litter dry mass) and highest for *A. glutinosa* (18.9 mg/g) (Fig. 2b), while the initial P concentration was lowest for *F. sylvatica* (0.17 mg/g) and highest for *B. pendula* (3.82 mg/g) (Fig. 2c). The molar ratio of nitrogen to phosphorus (N:P) was lowest for *B. pendula* (3.2) and highest for *F. sylvatica* (78.3). Concentrations of N, P, and lignin were not significantly correlated across the eight litter species ($r = 0.18–0.29$, $P = 0.48–0.67$).

Lignin had high explanatory power in models predicting decomposition rates of single-species litter in both coarse-mesh ($r^2 = 0.65$, $P = 0.009$) and fine-mesh ($r^2 = 0.89$, $P < 0.001$) bags (Fig. 3). Decomposition rate in coarse-mesh and fine-mesh bags was also related to the initial lignin : N ratio ($r^2 = 0.66$, $P = 0.009$ for both mesh sizes), and to the initial lignin : P ratio ($r^2 = 0.55$, $P = 0.02$ for both mesh sizes), but not to the initial N:P ratio or the initial N or P concentration ($P > 0.1$).

Most dissimilarity indices based on two or three variables describing litter quality were highly correlated with each other. Specifically, the correlation coefficients between the three-variable dissimilarities calculated as Gower and Euclidean distances were $0.94$ ($t = 19.7$, df = 54, $P < 0.01$) and those between dendrograms based on Euclidean and Gower distances were $0.95$ ($t = 23.4$, df = 54, $P < 0.01$). Correlations between the dendrogram-based indices and the two other dissimilarity measures were $0.75$ ($P < 0.01$).

Overall, decomposition rates of single leaf species in coarse- or fine-mesh bags were not tightly related to the dissimilarity indices tested (Table 2; Appendix B: Table B1). In particular, the relationship between decomposition rate and the Euclidean distance dissimilarity index based on three variables (lignin, N, and P) was far from significant ($F_{1,344} = 0.02$, $P = 0.88$; Fig. 4), and significant.
interactions were also lacking between dissimilarity and litter species ($F_{7,344} = 0.39, P = 0.91$), dissimilarity and mesh size ($F_{1,344} = 0.01, P = 0.91$), and the three-way interaction between dissimilarity, litter species, and mesh size ($F_{7,344} = 0.39, P = 0.95$) (Table 2). The relationship between decomposition rate and Euclidean distance based on lignin alone was marginally significant ($P = 0.044$) when the full model was assessed. However, the $P$ value increased to 0.29 when the nonsignificant three-way interaction was removed from the model, which slightly improved the model fit (AIC = −2533) compared to the model with the interaction included (AIC = −2525).

**Fungal biomass**

Fungal biomass estimated as ergosterol concentration of freshly collected litter was minimal, ranging from undetectable (P. nigra) to 6.3 μg ergosterol/g litter dry mass (J. regia). After 42 days of exposure in the field, concentrations had greatly increased, from 120 μg/g in Q. rubra to 883 μg/g in B. pendula. There were large differences among species ($P < 0.01$), but none of the tested dissimilarity indices was significantly related to changes in ergosterol concentration (all $P$ values > 0.05; Fig. 5a and Table 2 for Euclidean distances; Appendix B: Table B2 for other dissimilarity indices).

**Changes in nutrient concentration**

There were large differences in N and P concentration changes among litter species during 42 days of decomposition in the stream ($P < 0.01$). Nitrogen concentrations increased for most species, with B. pendula and P. nigra experiencing the highest gains (Appendix C: Table C1). Changes in P concentrations ranged from declines (B. pendula, C. sanguinea, Q. robur, U. glabra) to gains (all other species and especially P. nigra and F. sylvatica) (Appendix C: Table C1). There was no effect of any of the dissimilarity indices on changes in N or P concentration ($P > 0.05$; Table 2, Fig. 5b, c; Appendix B: Tables B3 and B4). In particular, the relationship between N dynamics and trait dissimilarity based solely on N concentration was nonsignificant ($F_{1,122} = 0.81, P = 0.37$), with at best a marginal interaction effect between trait dissimilarity and litter species on N dynamics ($F_{1,122} = 1.92, P = 0.08$). There was also no relationship between P dynamics and trait dissimilarity based on P concentration ($F_{1,122} = 0.08, P = 0.77$), or the interaction between trait dissimilarity and litter species ($F_{1,122} = 1.80, P = 0.10$).

**DISCUSSION**

**Effects of litter trait dissimilarity on decomposition**

Our experiment assessed litter mixture effects on decomposition along litter dissimilarity gradients generated by assembling all of the 28 pairwise species combinations that are theoretically possible given a pool of eight species. Despite the large scope of this experiment and marked differences in litter chemistry among species, ranging from fast-decomposing dogwood to recalcitrant beech, there was no indication in our experiment that decomposition was affected by mixing leaf species differing in chemical characteristics. Our no-effect result sharpens the conclusion of Schindler and Gessner (2009) who found litter-mixture effects on decomposition to be weak. Importantly, our experimental design addressed various previously raised issues (Gessner 2010, Lecerf and Kominoski 2010), including a potential lack of statistical power to detect diversity effects, by assessing responses to litter dissimilarity within two-species mixtures on a continuous scale, based on litter chemistry traits known to affect decomposition (Melillo et al. 1982, Hladay et al. 2009, Schindler and Gessner 2009, Talbot and Treseder 2012).

Our results also add importantly to recent meta-analyses which were conducted to test for the overall effects of litter diversity on decomposition rates across a range of ecosystems, but could not test for effects on individual leaf species in litter mixtures due to a lack of data. No overall litter diversity effect was found across 52 observations compiled from 27 independent studies in both terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems, even after controlling for potentially confounding factors (Srivastava et al. 2009). Analysis of an extended data set including 84 observations did reveal an overall effect,
but results were inconsistent across ecosystem types (Cardinale et al. 2011). Grasslands and forests showed no effects, whereas decomposition in streams was accelerated. However, litter in mixtures lost only an average of 5% more mass than litter in single-species treatments, and the overall net outcome was driven by a small number of observations, the great majority showing neither positive nor negative effects (Cardinale et al. 2011). This led the authors to conclude that overall litter diversity effects on decomposition are rather weak, especially when compared to plant diversity effects on biomass production. Finally, two other meta-analyses of 11 and 13 studies conducted in streams also suggest that litter diversity effects are weak (Lecerf et al. 2011) or lacking (Lecerf and Richardson 2009), with the decomposition rates in litter mixtures being closely correlated with the corresponding decomposition rates from single-species treatments ($r = 0.89$ [Lecerf et al. 2011]).

The lack of litter mixture effects on decomposition in the present study occurred even though differences in decomposition rate among single-species litterbags were large (thus creating a long gradient) and highly predictable based on the initial litter lignin content. Although tight power-function relationships with decomposition rate have often shown lignin to be the single most important factor governing decomposition rates of leaf litter in streams (Hladyz et al. 2009, Schindler and Gessner 2009) and other environments (Melillo et al. 1982, Freschet et al. 2011, Talbot and Treseder 2012), dissimilarity in lignin content failed to slow or accelerate the decomposition of individual species within litter mixtures. This outcome was independent of whether...
dissimilarity was calculated based on litter lignin content alone or on lignin content in combination with litter nutrient concentrations. Indeed, the various combinations of litter chemistry variables that we used to calculate trait dissimilarity produced very similar results, revealing that the observed lack of effects was independent of the particular chemistry variables used to assess dissimilarity within the litter mixtures.

The choice of metrics to calculate dissimilarity could strongly influence the evaluation of relationships between trait dissimilarity and ecosystem processes, and has been a cause of controversy (Podani and Schmera 2006, Petchey and Gaston 2007). However, in the present study, differences in approach or computational details proved not to influence outcomes of the relationships between mixed-litter dissimilarity and decomposition rate. That is, none of a range of advocated metrics (Walker et al. 1999, Petchey and Gaston 2002, Podani and Schmera 2006, Schleuter et al. 2010) that we assessed were significantly related to litter decomposition rate, irrespective of whether decomposition was mediated by microbes alone (decomposition in fine-mesh litterbags) or by macroinvertebrates and microbes in concert (data from coarse-mesh bags).
Responses of fungi and nutrient dynamics to litter dissimilarity

We hypothesized that fungal biomass in high-quality litter would be positively affected when the N and P concentrations of the constituent leaf species in litter mixtures differ widely, as captured by our dissimilarity metrics. Filamentous fungi, including the aquatic hyphomycetes that dominate fungal communities on decomposing leaves in streams (Krauss et al. 2011), can extend their hyphae over considerable distances to acquire remote resources that they transport to locations of active hyphal growth (Ritz 2006). Although theory suggests that fungi colonizing mixed-species litter could tap P in high-P litter while assimilating N from high-N litter to alleviate limitation by either element and maximize growth rate, we did not find support for this expectation in our experiment. Fungal biomass was largely dependent on the litter species in which it was growing, rather than on the trait dissimilarity of the litter mixture, lending support to the idea that litter composition is a more powerful predictor of microbial biomass than litter diversity (Kominoski et al. 2007).

Despite the lack of litter diversity effects on fungal growth, evidence from terrestrial microcosm experiments with isotopic tracers suggests that nutrient transfer across litter species can indeed occur (Schimel and Hättenschwiler 2007, Lummer et al. 2012), an outcome that is further supported by a recent large-scale field experiment (Handa et al. 2014). This mechanism, which could be due to nutrient translocation within hyphal networks of fungi, would also alter nutrient contents of individual litter species, depleting nutrients in source litter and enriching the receiving litter. In the present study, N, P, and lignin contents differed widely across the eight litter species included in the experiment, and these litter chemistry variables were not correlated with one another, thereby creating a situation favorable to complementary resource acquisition. Furthermore, relative N increases differed among litter species, and P-rich species lost P, while P-poor species gained P, indicating considerable potential for nutrient transfers during our decomposition experiment.

These conditions notwithstanding, our results indicate that litter dissimilarity affected neither fungal biomass nor N or P dynamics, regardless of whether N, P, lignin or any combination of these variables was used as the measure of litter dissimilarity. It is possible that the lack of effects reflects preferential allocation of resources to fungal reproduction (i.e., formation and release of spores), as opposed to biomass accumulation. Massive spore production is a salient life-history feature of aquatic hyphomycetes that leads to permanent loss of fungal biomass and nutrients from decomposing litter (Suberkropp 1991, Hieber and Gessner 2002). However, another simple explanation for the lack of litter dissimilarity effects is that remote fungal nutrient acquisition and translocation in heterogeneous litter mixtures was ineffective. This is the more likely scenario, since stimulation of fungal growth and reproduction are expected to be positively associated with enhanced decomposition (Gessner and Chauvet 1994), which proved to be unresponsive to litter dissimilarity as well.

Environmental and biological constraints on litter diversity effects

Elevated nutrient concentrations in stream water could account for the lack of effects in our experiments, if enough nutrients were provided to make fungal nutrient transfer from one litter species to another
unnecessary. Dissolved nutrients are well known to affect fungal decomposers and the decomposition of leaf litter in streams (Ferreira et al. 2006, Rosemond et al. 2010). Saturating nitrate concentrations beyond which no further stimulation occurs are around 200 µg N/L (Ferreira et al. 2006), a threshold considerably lower than the concentrations in our study stream, and likely in any other streams of Central Europe (Woodward et al. 2012) and many other parts of the world (Vörösmarty et al. 2010). Similar arguments hold for phosphorus. Conceivably, therefore, cultural nutrient enrichment of streams at large spatial scales could have obliterated any litter-mixing effects on decomposition mediated by microbial nutrient transfer. This idea is in accordance with the cancellation of an antagonistic litter-mixing effect on decomposition when a small stream with background nutrient concentrations an order of magnitude lower was experimentally fertilized (Rosemond et al. 2010).

Litter-consuming invertebrates can simultaneously exploit multiple litter species to meet their elemental demands (Leroy and Marks 2006). Accordingly, chemical dissimilarity of litter mixtures in terrestrial ecosystems has been found to stimulate decomposition due to complementary resource use by detritivores (Vos et al. 2013). In our study, invertebrates were allowed to move freely into and out of the experimental litterbags submerged in the field. This situation mimics natural conditions in streams where leaf packs accumulate behind retention structures in riffles, but it provides no information about the effective foraging range of the consumers. In contrast, by enclosing detritivores in litter-containing microcosms, Vos et al. (2013) could distinguish between feeding on single and multiple litter species. Similar experiments would have to be conducted in streams (McKie et al. 2009) to test whether consumer-mediated litter dissimilarity effects could arise at the stream-reach scale rather than at the litterbag scale examined in the present study.

Simultaneous assessments of multiple ecosystem processes have shown that the likelihood of detecting diversity effects increases with the number of processes considered (e.g., Hector and Bugch 2007, Gamfeldt et al. 2008, 2013, Perkins et al. 2014). That this pattern did not emerge in the present study might be due to the fact that the three processes we examined (litter mass loss, fungal biomass accrual, and nutrient immobilization) are all tightly interlinked by the activity of fungal decomposers. Litter consumers may play a role as well, for instance by feeding selectively on litter colonized by fungi (Arsuñi and Suberkropp 1989, Graça 2001). Consequently, our results cannot strictly be interpreted in terms of multifunctionality. Generalizing our results to other ecosystems requires caution as well, especially for streams outside Central Europe (Bretherton et al. 2011), where humans have often had less influence on dissolved nutrient concentrations than in regions of the world that are densely populated, highly industrialized, or used for intensive agriculture (Vörösmarty et al. 2010). Nonetheless, the lack of systematic effects we found for a range of individual species along dissimilarity gradients of litter mixtures suggests that strong litter diversity effects on decomposition are far from being a universal phenomenon. A next step would be to identify the specific circumstances under which such effects can still arise (e.g., a combination of litter in mixtures with high vs. low ratios of labile C to N [Handa et al. 2014]) and we posit that external nutrient supply can act as a critical controlling factor.
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